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INTRODUCTION.

I ' >• I

In the following we describe in three Sections
f

the investigation of the natural radioactivity of
neodymiua, the search fop alpha particles of range

appr ultimately 1*8 Cm in air from neodymium, and the
search far the radioactivity of lanthanum.

In the first Section, after a brief survey of

libby's work, a description is given of the Geigar
Counter used in this investigation, The numbers of

particles emitted by different quantity of neodymium
salt from different souroes are given and by compar- j
i3on with rubidium, the half life of the {!> activity
of neodymium is estimated, A comparison is then made
of expertmeatsi technique and results obtained here
with those of libby, A survey is given of the diff¬

erent speculations about the isotopic assignment of
this feeble fi activity in neodymium. A mention is
made of the bearing of the nuclear shell structure

theory on this problem. This Section is concluded
with the statement of our reasons far pre ferring the

assignment of this radioactivity to the neodymium
Isotope of mass 145, as a consequenoe of which the
search described in the second Section becomes

necessary.

In the second Section a brief survey is given

of the studies in pleochroic haloes. This is follow¬

ed by a brief survey of the observations by the
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ionisatton chamber of alpha particles of range about

1*8 cm in air from certain substances and of the

failure to isolate the substance emitting these

alphas, A proportional Counter and its associated

equipment is described, and the results of our in-
.

vestigation of different samples of neodymium are

given* By rough absorption experiment it is con¬

cluded that the range of the alphas is of the order

of E cm in air* Conclusions are drawn about the

range from the graph plotted of the number of counts

Vs. quantity of neodymium salt. By comparison with

the alpha activity of Samarium, the apparent half

life of the alpha activity of neodymium salt is

estimated, fhe results of our studies with nuclear

emulsion is then described, and comparison is made

of the activity as observed in the nuclear emulsion

with the observations in the pro per tl onal Counter.

A brief survey is given of some previous studies of

rare earth salts in nuclear emulsions and reasons are

given for the difference in the results. It is con¬

cluded that a radioactive series

exists.

In the third Section a brief study of the radio- I

activity in lanthanum is described and It is concluded

that ^U- decays by k-capture. A rough estimate

of the half life is given.
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THK IIATOAL BSTA ACTIVITY Of HgOWMm

Snoouregea by the dis car ery of alpha radio-

activity of uamarium by lleveay {1933) and others,
and guided by their remarks that "the general average-

stability of elements does not rule out the existence

of relatively active scarce isotopes," w,F» libby

(1934) studied neodymium, samarium, gadolinium,

praseodymium, tin, iodine, end beryllium for possible

radieaotivity, He carried out his studies with a

•oreen-oathode Counter which consisted of o*£2 mm

Iron wire about <»o m long surrounded by a

cylindrical wide-mesh screen which allowed free

entrance to the pertioles of the lowest energy, The

background count of his counter was IS counts per
*•

minute* He could measure the maximum energy of the

particles entering the counter by slowly increasing

the gas pressure in the counter till the quantity of

the counter gee between the substance end the screen-

cathode absorbed all the pertioles. He could also

estimate the energy by bending the particles out of

the counting volume by a magnetic field along the

axis of the counter, In order to determine the sign

of the charge of the particles, sloping vanes were

inserted between the sample and the counter, and from

the knowledge of the direction of the magnetic field
«

end the direction of the slope of the vanes, he con-

siuded tint the pertioles emitted from needymium were

negative electrons. In crder to show that the



 



 



of neodymium appeared to provide a clue to a long

standing unsolved problem in radioactivity, i.e.,

the origin of the alpha particles of range approx¬

imately £ cm. in air observed in pleoohrolc haloes

In the present investigation, instead of e

soreen-cathode Counter employed by llbby, an ordin¬

ary counter of the design shewn in Fig. \ was

used. A is a brass cylinder 3o cm long with a

brass tube B soldered to it and connected to the

filling line. Inside this oyUnder there are two

half cylinders C of brass 14 cm long, and a

cylinder 2) 16" cm long, in which is resting

another brass cylinder E. The two insulating caps,

F1# Fg at the ends are of distrene. & is a glass
tube fixed to the distrene cap with Everett wax.

To the glass tube is sealed a platinum wire H 03 mm

thick and >8 cm long. The other end of the platin*

um wire is sealed to a glass tube J 5 om long,

the centre of which lies at the junction of the

olyinders C and JD. The other end of this glass tube

is connected through a copper loop to a helical

steel wire which ends in a straight portion ana this

passes through a brass rod with a capillary bore in

it. To this brass rod, the steel wire under tension

is fixed with the help of the screw K. The cylinder

E can slide along the counter. When the end F-^ is dcwn
this oylinaer rests entirely in the cylinder jo, but

when the end Fg is down, this cylinder rests partly
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in D but covers completely the half cylinders 0.

Neodymium nitrate solution was painted with a

clean brush on two 3trips of clean aluminium foil

and dried with a small flame* The strips were fixed*

with distrene dissolved in benzene, on to the tw®

half oyllnders. The whole counter, resting on a

wooden frame, was housed inside bricks of lead about

£ inches thick on the four sides and the bottom and

there was about 6 inches of lead on the top* There

was an opening in this house of lead through which

the tube B with the stopcock was protruding. This

thickness of lead was sufficient to bring down the

background count of this counter from about 50 counts

per minute to about 30 counts per minute*

For changing the quantity of neodymium salt

inside the counter, it had to be opened* To ensure

the reliability of results, therefore, it was necess¬

ary to find out the number of counts per minute from

a fixed source with different fillings. It was found

that using different fillings the number of counts

did not change, except for the statistical fluctuat¬

ions. The counter was always filled with approximate¬

ly 1 cm* pressure of ethyl alcohol and about 10 can

pressure of oonmercial argon. During part cf the

work, the counting was done with a scaling unit

(scale of 3£) and a power pack, both made in

Cambridge. At a later stage, a A.E.R.E. power pack

type ZOO giving up to 4,000 volts, a scaling
unit (scale of 100) and a nrobe tm.it vsa-m nsad.



In order to find the number of counts from a

certain known quantity of neodymlum, the background

count was taken in two positions of the movable

cylinder E, In one case it was resting entirely in

the cylinder D and the background count in this

position we shall call In the second case, it

was resting partly in D and completely covering the

half cylinders 0 and serving as the cathode* The

effective counting volume in this position was small¬

er* The background count in this state of the counter

we shall call S2. Then neodymium salt was placed on

the half cylinders C ana again counts were taken in

the two positions mentioned above; first when the

movable cylinder E was entirely in D and the salt was

exposed to the counter wire, (the count in this positf
ion we shall call %); and then, when the movable
cylinder E was completely covering the salt and was

serving as the oath ode, (the count in this position

we shall call U4)* It has been already pointed out
that the background count N1 was expected to be
larger than because the counting volume was larger;

(the gap between the half cylinders and the cylinder

E above it was about 2 mm). In the case of Eg and
i

N4, the movable cylinder formed the cathode and the
two counts were expected to be the sane unless neody-

mium salt emitted a radiation which could penetrate

through the movable cylinder wall, and were

counts with the 3sme counting volume; only Ng includ¬
ed the counts due to radiation from the neodymium
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sait, Therefore the difference between the counts

geve the number of particles ejected into

the counting volume from the salt. In each of these

four cases, counts were taken with many j&llings and

were recorded every half an hour and all abnormal

deviations were rejected* This set of four counts

was taken with only one sample of the neodymium salt,

- 16*1 mg of Cambridge prepared nepdymium salt

spread over 80 sq cm. In subsequent experiments

when different quantities of neodymium salt of var¬

ious origins were used, only two sets of counts were

taken* These were % and S0, i.e., counts without
and with the salt inside* The graph in fig, Z

shows the increase in counts as the quantity of neodyi-

mium salt was increased*

In order to test whether the extra counts ob¬

served were due to radiation from the salt or due to

spurious causes, counts were taken with barium

chloride inside the counter. There was no increase

of counts above the background*

To find the half life of the activity, a weighed

amount of rubidium sulphate was Introduced in exactly

the same position as the neodymium salt and the

number of counts was found.
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Resuits:-

1. A typical record of bscfcgrouna (Hi) counts

on successive Says, the counter being refilled each

day*

(Counter filled with 10 cm* Press# argon and 1 cm.

press, alcohol):- ToJJL I

Time Mechanical Scalar Difference
Register
Reading

Reading

IE # 55 p. m# 8E66 0

1.25 p.m. 8275 70 970

1.55 p.m. 8285 54 984

2.25 p.m. 8295 60 1006

Counter filled again.

10. p.m. 8356 0

10.30 p.m. 8365 28 928

11. p.m. 8375 67 1039

11.30 p.m. 8385 90 1023

IE. p.m. 8395 60 970

Counter filled again.

9.50 p.m. 8550 0

10.£0 p.m. 8559 50 950

10.50 p.m. 8569 30 980

ll.EO p.m. 8579 0 970
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This and results like this not reproduced here show

that the counts in this Geiger counter do not change

if the counter is opened and filled..

TxJJLZ,
2, A typical series of four counts Mi and

^ for 16*1 raff, of neodymiura oxide prepared at
Gamhr id ge:~

£4125 in 12

21249 ft

£5991 ft

£1227 ft
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3, Results far aam-plea of various oris in:*

The origin of
the salt

Background

Cambridge
Sample

E
Background

Cambr id ge
Sample

Background

Ion exchange
Column sample

JcdyL-^
Quantity Area over
Of salt which it is

spread

5 mg

13*7 mg

16*1 mg

33»8 mg

45 rag

Johnson
jyatthey sample 27*5 mg
Prepared by
Prandtl

80 sq cm

M

W

If

Bumber of
Counts in

12 hrs,

£17^6

£2716

£4125

25846

25991

£6605

£0256

£3376

££113

x These backgrounds are different because the

apparatus was moved to different parts of

the building#



3200 noo com 2400 2000 ifcOtfi 1200 »o£>
400
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4. Counts frog various quantities of WqUOj
(derived from 3.):-

TULf
Counts/12 hrs

940

Quantity of KZ-A
5 mg

13*7 jag

16*1 mg

27"5 mg

33*8 mg

45 mg

1721

1866

2173

2480

3120

Standard
Birr or

Approx¬
imately

200

5. Results with rubidium sulphate*

Background Count - 90 counts/min
220 mg of Rbg(S04) over 80 sq cm r 895 counts/mln

Counts due to Rb salt alone = 805 counts/min

87
In rubidium the |3~ active isotope is Rb which accord¬
ing to A.O. Bier (1936) occurs In quantity 27*2$.
Its half life, according to S. Eklund (1946) is

10
5*6 x 10 years, end according to F, Strsssman and

lu
E. Walling (1938) 6*3 x 10 years and according to

0 Rsxel, F.G. Houtermans and M. kemiaerich (1948)

(6*5 ± *6) x 10l0 years.

For estimating roughly the geometry of effective

counting, we take 9? =. 6 x 10^° years, \ = 22 x 10

tmjqiD . In 220 mg of RbgSo^ there are 38*4 mg of the
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?7<?,
Isotope « From this Quantity of the substance,

the number of disintegrations per minute 5ftoo ,

The efficiency is therefore % approximately.

6. Estimated half-life of neodyroiura.

From the graph in fig, Z it can be seen that

the oounts per 12 hours from 4 mg of the neodymium

salt over 80 sq cm is appr oxiraately 800 which is

equal to ,0/9 counts/min. Assuming that in the
process of heating the salt, it had all been convert¬

ed into M-iOj , then it contained 3*42 mg of neody-
87

mium. From 5* 3*42 mg of Rb gave 71*7 disinteg-

rations/min

^^TRjb- . 71-7x87- , if the counting efflc-
"

loMxntit iencies are equal for'
Rb. and Id.

\ -13 - -1
^ScK - 3-1+ X *0 wvuv, ,

12.
Apparent half life of Id - 3*9 3c 10 years,

IK-S" Ib'O
And if the activity is due to Id or Id , the

following values are obtained:-
11

«hsk<l - 3*7-6 X 10 years

Tis-o^ - 2*7-8 x lo" years.
According to Kohroan (private communication to Seaborg

10

et, al. (1948)) ^ 5 x 10 years.

Our valine of the apparent half life is nearly three

times as large as that found by Libby.

The maximum range of the particles can be
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®stln»tea from the graph in the fig, Z , it

can he seen that as the quantity of suostance

Increases the counting rate rises. In Section II

the results of the study of neodymium activity with

the help of a proportional counter will be described,;

There the number of alpha particles from different

quantities of neodyuiiuia is given. After making

corrections for the difference in geometry, the

number of alpha-particles detected in the present

Geigar counter work can be estimated. If this estim¬

ated number of alpha-particles is subtracted from the

Geiger-counter counts, the curve becomes very nearly'

flL v'"
flat at about SO mg spread over 80 sq cm. It can

)

I then be said that the effective range of "the

-particles from neodymium is approximately

•25 mg/cm2, Iibby*s estimate was *3 mg/cm2, which
is equivalent to a maximum energy of 11 kev.



The Effect of self-Absorption on the Estimate of

Half-life.

The half-life of a very long-lived radioaotive
■

substance can only be determined by finding the num-

bar of particles (counted in a certain geometry)
emitted by a known quantity of substance* This meth¬

od, for isotopes emitting f -particles, suffers from
the limitation that there is always a certain self-

absorption whatever the thickness of the source*
'

-

This is particularly important when the energy of the

particles is low, as in the case of neodymium, and it

is difficult to estimate what fraction of the total

number of particles is lost by self-absorption. It

is true that this self-absorption is difficult to

estimate for the rubidium (3-particles als o; but it
is probably less important for the rubidium j*> -pert-
ioles than for the neodymium p-particles. It is
therefore fairly certain that the actual half-life of

neodymium is shorter than that estimated in Section

of the results* libby took standard counts

with Potassium whose p -particles have a maximum
energy of 1*35 Mev according to B, Bzelepow et al,

(1946), Given the same thickness of the source, the

self absorption far lb (where Emax = 144 kev accord¬

ing to A«1U Saha (1946)) will be larger, but libby

•does not give the quantity of Potassium Salt he used*

Ear this reason, even a rough comparison of the

uncertainty in the two results is Impossible.
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The Uncertainty In the Estimate of the Maximum Energy
of the p -particles.

The oases where the half-life of the p activity
is smaller and the average energy of the fl -particles

'

conveniently large, it is possible to use a far
i ,

simpler geometry of counting; and in such cases it

would be possible to interpret in a much better way,

by the method given by R.3). Evans (1934, 1935) for

alpha rays, the effect of self absorption in fig. Z

representing counts vs. quantity of salt. But in
*0-'

those oases one can directly determine the energy by
.

the absorption method or by a spectrometer. In the

present case, on account of the complicated geometry,

no such attempt could be made. In the graph in
w

fig. Z one observes that the number of counts

increases as the quantity of salt is increased. As

the quantity of salt is increased, the softer com¬

ponent of the (i spectrum must be absorbed mere and
mere. It is not unreasonable to suppose that when

the thickness of the salt is equal to the range of

the p -particles of most probable energy (i.e., at
the peak of the continuous spectrum),the graph of

counts vs quantity of substance starts becoming flat.
*

* j H\dJLX •

In that case, our estimate of the ^energy of the p
particles may very well be smaller by a factor 2. It

may be pointed out here that libby 's estimate of the

energy of ft particles is also very uncertain.
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The l3otoplo Assignment of the Reedymium p -Activity*
At this stage the question may be raised

'Ifaich isotope of neodymium is responsible fop this

feeble radioactivity?* This was first discussed by

A* Ruark and £«B. Fussier (1935) who showed "that

while undetected isotopes or small active fractions

of well-known isotopes may be responsible for the

activities of K, Rb, R&, they cannot have half lives
^ $ 8

less than 10 , 10 , 10 ^.respectively** In calculate
lng a minimum half-life of M from the mass spectro¬

meter date and the geological data on the relative

abundances of the rare earth elements* they consider-
.

ed three oases;- (1) A stable isotope of element 61

is the end product; (2) M decays to an isotope of

element 61 which in turn decays to a stable isotope

of j (3) Hd decays to an isotope of element

61 which in turn decays to an alpha-active isotope of

Sm » the end product being a stable isotope of

neodymium# They made the suggestion that it is poss¬

ible that the active portions of neodymium mid
samarium are members of short radioactive series

following either one of the schemes:-
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T.P. Kohrosn (1948) guided by Bohr end wheeler

(1939) drew e |& -stability diagram. The abscissae
was mess number A and the ordinate U= Z- 0*4A, He

drew three corves 1) one at the top passing through

points representing the lightest even A stable

isotopes; 2) one at the bottom passing through

points representing the heaviest even A isotopes;

3) a middle curve passing through points representing

stable odd A isotopes. He observed that llt° M and
150 H4 happened to fall very nearly on the two outer

curves which represent the limit of ^ stability and
concluded "A natural radioactivity of neodymium has

been reported, though never confirmed. If the activ¬

ity actually belongs to this element, the isotope of

mass ISO Is probably responsible, since it seems to

be outside the stability region with ,<f0 M as an

alternative possibility*

U.S. Ballou (1948) said as a result of his

calculation regarding the relative stabilities of

the isotopes of element 61 of mass 143, 144, 145, 146,

150, 151 by the Bohr-Wheeler theory that all these

isotopes except 145 should be unstable by at least

1 lev to -decay, For mass 145, hi3 theory indicates

essentially no energy difference between ^ 54 and

P®. He thinks that is |3 -active and farms
element 61 as its end product, "Then this latter

isotope may be a fairly long lived alpha emitter,"

In this connection it-Is worthwhile pointing out

that the theories like tlje one given by weizsficker &
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Permi (See Bethe (1936)) or the one given by Bohr and

i-7beeler (1939) can reproduce only the general trends

of binding energies and masses* But the region of

the periodic table with which we are concerned here

has a peculiarity which has recently been brought

into prominence by the works of Mayar (1948,1950),

jreenberg (1949), lardheim (1949), and Haxel, Jensen

and duess (1949)* fhis is the idea of nuclear shell

structure and the fact that nuclei with 82 neutrons

are specially stable. fhis cannot be explained by

statistical theories. It had been suggested since

1934 and it has now been explained fairly satisfact¬

orily and the data on spins, parities, magnetic

moments, quadrupole moments, radioactivity, isomer ism

and slow neutron capture cros3-sections have been

brought forward to corroborate that nuclei containing

2, 8, 10, 20, 50, 82 neutrons or protons and 126

neutrons are particularly stable.

It is perhaps worthwhile shewing here the nature

of relative abundances of stable nuclei in the region

of neutron number 50 and 82 and for the nuclei with

even atomic numbers only,
ToJvh, 5

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
Abundance Abundanoe Abundance Abundance

Z H \ Z H ^ Z ® \ z * }
36 42 *342 38 46 .56 40 61.46 42 50 15.66

44 2.2 48 9*8 51 11*23 52 9-12
46 11,5 49 7*02 52 17*11 53 15-7
47 11*48 50 82*56 54 17*40 54 16*5
48 57*02 56 2*8 55 9*45
5 Q 17*45 56 25*75

58 9*62
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Also 8xflr is the lowest stable Isotope which con¬

tains 126 neutrons and its abundance relative to the

other lead isotopes is 52*3$.
Two aspects of the percentage abundance of the

isotopes of elements mentioned above are remarkable.

First, only for neutron number a 50 and 82, do even

'L isotopes (medium end heavy elements) occur in 3uch

large abundances as 70 or 80$, This can be seen from

a glance at Seaborg's table of isotopes after Z 30,

Second, the data on 2, ST and percentage abundance of

isotopes of four elements (from Z » 36 to Z =42) for

neutron number 50 and of five elements (Z = 54 to

2 = 62) for neutron number 82, show that for the first
two elements in both groups the isotope with If = 50 or

82 is the heaviest stable isotope and with increasing
2 its abundance increases, The lii^test stable iso¬

topes of the last two elements have B = 50 or 82 and

with increasing Z, its abundance diminishes.

Considerations like these show that the 82nd

neutron in elements from 2 = 54 to 2 = 62 is particular*

ly tightly bound, Jyany me^saar properties of the

nuclei in the regions where shells just become full

can be satisfactorily explained by the assumption

that extra neutrons and protons go into states outside

these shells mid only these extra nuoleons need be

considered. It is reasonable to suppose therefore

that one oan calculate the energy of [5 decay by
estimating the energy released when a neutron goes
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over to a proton state in the case of Remission ana
in the case of ^©mission when the last proton goes
to the neutron state. For instance, let us suppose

that a nucleus M of atomic number Z ana neutron

number N, mess number A decays by jST --emission with
the maximum energy of ^particles = £p- *
fhen /\ .

^1 ^,MN-,+TEr
For reasons mentioned above one can write

V'V' * zM«
where ifo ^ mass of a neutron and Bn the binding

A

energy of the last neutron in m *

A;lso• +Mr - &r -- Z+l

where Hp - n»ss of the proton and Bp is the binding

energy of the last proton in M w_, .

It follows from these three equations that

^lp) -v- (j^p~ ^vlJ _ wvp =- Ep-
Taiclng Mn * Mp s. 1*86 Bev and (Rosenfeld 1946)

Hp '-0»51 Mev
Hp- , (fcf-R~)+ £>•1*'

For example, in the ease of ^
the maximum energy the difference of the binding

energy of the 61st proton in v^Pm and the binding

energy of the 85th neutron in l4^ I3d plus 0*75 Mev*

similarly in the case of p+euds8ion
* (£n- - 1-11 n<ur
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Far example, In the case of lH0 fr. t —llfo <?.
51 ^ £1 S£ M-

the maximum energy of the positron ^ the differ enoe

in the binding energy of the SSnS neutron In l4"° ©a

end the 59th proton In ,l*0 Fr minus 1*77 ia»v.

Thus with a knowledge of the binding energies

of the lest neutron end the lest proton In the

cuelei# the energies of f>" end jbr om be estimated*
Unfortunately such data in the region of rare earths
is not available* Even whan it la available it is

not accurate enough to give correctly the energies
nor are the disintegration schemes definitely Jmoms*

dust one example is given belo® for the region near

8 **• w

Keutroc binding
energy fin

6*21 6*38 3*87 6*7 3*3 Met

Daughter nucleus
0.01 p.

<50.* ivt
xil?Lw ««•

%r ixu

y»o
*x

Proton binding
energy Bp

7*13 7*58 8*09 8*67 7*6 1107

E •Calculated 1*70 1*48 5*00 3*65 5*18X307

I •observed 1*65 1*47 1*732 1*8 1*8

Je^y 2*632
+ -5S(

? ? >
•

The neutron and proton binding energies are taken

from Kinsey et sl« f1950)♦

On account of the inedequa cy of the data on

neutron and proton binding energies and the ft
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(3 aisintegegratlon sohemes, It is not proposed to
apply in detail this method for the is ©topic assign¬

ment of the p activity in neodymium* But this nay

of looking at the dislntegrati on of nuclei is a

great help in discussing the isotople assignment*

It will he shown in the next section how this way of

looking at things is useful in connection with the

alpha disintegration,

The data on the Isotopes of Bd and Pa taken

from Seat org's table of isotopes (1948) are given

below:-
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It la understandable from what has been said

before that M should be -active because in the

produot nucleus (Pr) the 8£nd neutron is much more

strongly bound than the 60th proton in 141 Hd^Bd
cannot be p+ -active because the 83rd neutron in
IH1 Pr is weakly bound. Here it is worthwhile to re¬

member, as Jsenberg (1949} points out (on page 1882)
that "the fact that there are no stable nuclei with H

2 = 61 supports the conclusion that a closed shell is

formed at 11 or 2 * 60 and suggests a large spacing be¬

tween the k** and the adjacent levels at that point."

If that is so, the 60th proton in M isotopes are all

mare tightly bound then the 61st proton in Pm. Dm

should bear in mind also that, superimposed on the

fluctuations in the binding energy due to the even or

odd character of the last neutron, as the number of

neutrons in a nucleus increases, the binding energy of

the last neutron gradually decreases ana the binding

energy of the last proton gradually increases. One

can therefor© assume that as one goes along the series
143 Hd ,4ffHd ,H7 Hd ,4?M the binding energy of the 83rfl,

the 83th, the 87th and the 89th neutron gradually de¬

creases# Similarly in the series 'H4 Hd Hd

'HS"ud ,?0M the binding energy of the 8£nd, the 84th,

the 86th, the 88th end the 90th neutron gradually de¬

creases, but it is not possible to compare the binding

energy of spy the 85th ana the 90th neutrons# Also the

jproton binding energy in Pm increases as one goes along
the series '^pm^m ,ltirPm ..i?°Pm, It should not be

surprising if Bn in *4?Hd (the heaviest odd A isotope
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of 3d) is smaller than Bp( in "^Pm ) -f- 0*75 JHev#

Also as H increases in the even-U series isotopes of

HS, the binding energy 3n in ,S"°M (the heaviest even

A is otope3 of Hd) may become smaller than

Bp ( in Pm } + *75 fifcv, If only one of the

isotopes of Hd is to be unstable to decay, then

considered qualitatively cither or lsroB& is the

emitter of the feeble i> * Here one rosy point out

the anomaly in the increase of the H * 2 value for

the most stable isotope of odd 2 el erne tits near

Z*6Cu In it is S3, in'^Ia^ it is 25,
in It is 23 again* In the next odd Z element

Pm the stable isotope has perhaps H - Z - 23 cr 25,

i.e., the most stable isotope of Pm is either ,lf5Pm
or "+1 Pra, If "^Pm is stable, then there is no dlff~

iculty in assigning the feeble [$ -activity in Hd to
M* If it is not stable, it must decay by

fc-oapture and one should expect the half life to be

much larger than one year (which is the half life of

'^Pm), If, on the other harad,'^°Hd is the emitter,
then the end product ,?°Pm (unstable a*JL ozLL-oxUlJ
must disintegrate with a much larger energy than the

jb'& emitted in the ,SV>M —,£aPm process because
Bra in ,S0Pm is very much smaller than Bp in even Z

,9<> 3m, This one can also see from the trends in

p energy listed in the table above. In a simple
transition one might guess that the half life will

be less than 5 days and 2»5 Mev.
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Z

In the table & in the last column we give

the maximum energy of (3 emission as calculated from
Bohr-Wheeler theory (1939)# According to this

theory

M(Z tA ) ^ A(l*f. ) +• $ B* fZ-ZA )2C -^Nx ( for even A,eveiiZJA * & <+o' J for odd A
/ t for evenA.oad

where M(Z,A) =. mass of the nucleus of mess number A
atoiaio number Z

s Packing fraction cf the atom of mass A

za = The value of 2 for which the system with A
nucleons is most stables it can be treat¬
ed as a function of A#

' ^""^3 where constants
iA A- -juM-dLevL- 0-|— A .

Madame Ourie (1945) has empirically evaluated the

values of BA, SA and ZA. In the following the
values were taken from her calculations# It can be

seen that

r M(Z ,A )* «(ZU,A)

BA(ZA * Z - 1 ) s
+ °

.f- £a
and

-p4" Ba(Z - z( -i ) <-it
i+f/s

A even, Z even
A odd
A even, Z odd

A even, S even
A odd
A even, Z odd

The result of our calculation (see table $ )
(u,tr

shows that Pm is stable. One should therefore

expect that"*6 fid is radioactive « If "^Pm is stable,

why is it not found in nature? This will be discussed
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1*3 the xmxt soot ion; briefly, it is not found

per heps because of © very short-livea alpha activity

Two things stand out clearly from the foregoing

remarks:- Most probably either ,I+^Id is the emitter

of soft end it Is followed by ok emission or

is the emitter in which case it is followed by

high energy a'£ »
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INTRODUCTION.

When S.V, Heresy and his Collaborators could

not isolate chemioally the element of atomic number

61, they wondered if it existed in minute quantities

in a radioactive form, The search for this radio¬

activity led them to discover the emission of alpha

partioles of range about 1 an whioh they attributed

to Samarium. This discovery left unsolved the prob¬

lem of element 61 but had an important bearing on the

interpretation of pleoohroio haloes.

| gleoohrolc Haloes.
when sheets of transparent minerals, notably

mioa (biotite), are examined under a microscope,

minute decelerations, spherical in shape and bearing

at the centre a very small inclusion or nucleus, are

observed. These ore called lleoohroio haloes. When
.

a thin section of these spheres is examined under a

microscope, a soties of concentric dark rings with

definite average radii are observed. These radii

may be identified with the ranges of alpha particles

emitted from radioactive substances in the nucleus,
I

This phenomenon is recognised as one of the most

striking manifestati ons of radioactivity. The nature

of these haloes was first explained by Joly (1907)

and later researches have confirmed and expanded his

the ory •
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It is believed that these nuclei In the crystal

of mica were all formed simultaneously. These

nuclei contained urenlura which disintegrated, giving

out alpha-particles* In a geologically short time

the whole uranium family care into equilibrium and

continued emitting alpha particles throughout

millions of years. The decoloration in the mica is

the result of the chemical change produced by the

passage of alpha-particles through the surrounding

ados. In the same piece of mica, haloes in all

stages Of development are farmed, because different

regions ere exposed to different amount of radiation

corresponding to the different radioactive content

of the nuclei*

The radii of these rings have been carefhlly

measured by Jol.y (19£2, 1925, 1924, 1924), S, Limori
and 3* Yoshlmura (1926), G* Msha&evan (1927 ) and

especially S,H. Henderson (1954, 1939), In the

following table are given the ring radii in haloes

as measured by Henderson and his collaborators, and

the range of the known particles they associate them

with.



Ring 0

42*5

8*60

A

34*5

7*00

C

27*4

5*55

D

23*2

4*7

¥

19*4

5*93

H

15*4

3*12

XIE*82*59 K8*61*74
I5*21-05

Associatedideviation ^-particlesfromthemean
&theirrange cm

ThC

8*62

0*8

RaO*

6*97

0*6

cAn iket

5*79 5*51

1*9

RBA

4*72

1*7

•Rn

4*12

£

IRbF

3*92

,Sa

3*39

2*6

-0II

3*28

VIo

3*12

%

2*73

2*3 4*2 9*8
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Haloes are observed in various stages of

development end Henderson classifies them as

follows:

Embryonic - Those that contain haloes at an early

stage with a faint indication of a ring:

at approximately 34*6 (*-•
normal * Those in which the rings are best

defined.

Overexposed- Those in which the inner rings are

obliterated#

Reversed - Those which exhibit clear signs of

"reversal" - a certain bleaching

caused by excessive exposure to the

ionising radiation.

The most common haloes are embryonic or reversed

The commonest type of pleoohrole halo is that due to

the uranium family. The second type, but more rare,

is due to the thorium family. There ax*o haloes in

wfaioh both are observed together - the so-cslled

Compound haloes. Four other types are A, B, C and D

(Henderson's nomenclature)•

The type A has a very simple structure - a sharp disc

with a clearly defined boundary.

The type B hsloes have two rings.

The type C shows three clearly defined rings.

The type B is of a simple disc type of smaller radius

than A.

Henderson's measurenents and, interpretations are

as shown below.



fABllS
10

Type
of

the

Halo

Ring
Radius

it
ja.

AirEquivalentinem
at

15
°C

A

19*8

4*05

B

i

34*4920*00

7*064*10

C

/•

34*5724*0319*85

.'

7*084*924*06

£

16*1

3*32

ASS
©o
is

tedctrpartiele
ProbableParent

of

the

halo*

RsFRsO*RaFRab*RaitR*FRa

RaPRaB
cr

RaGiRsARa
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The nuclei giving rise to uranium and thorium

type haloes have half-lives which are very large

on the 1 scale* On the other hand,

haloes of type A, B, 0 and D are caused by the

nuclei of isotopes with half-lives extremely

small, so that the haloes were farmed a long time

ago and remained unchanged for millions of years#

The first two types are oalled "active" haloes

and the last four are oalled "extinct" haloes*

(Henderson1® nomenclature ). It is assumed that

the nuclei of these extinct haloes are all now

converted into lead.

Direct proof of this could be obtained if

one exposed some specimen of these halo-bearing

micas to a nuclear emulsion by contact. But,

as Henderson points out, the radius of the halo

nucleus is 0*5 |jc and the mass is of the crder
of 10~l,"gms and probably less than V?« of the

7
nucleus is radioactive, i.e., some 53 x 10 atoms

are involved* Allowing for the whole uranium

family to be in equilibrium, one should expect

only 4 /^-particles per century to be emitted.

The success, with which ^one can correlate ring

radii of haloes with the ranges of ^ particles
from known radioactive elements, was of consider¬

able interest because "the study of the haloes



thus offered 8 possibility of deducting the

existence of hitherto unknown elements which

perhaps here long since vanished from the earth*

In table 6 are found tee rings^'Voii
the origin of ehioh nothing could he said until

levesy and others {193£)(1933) discovered
d. -nativity in secariuin and fbund the range

of el - particles to be 1*10 ± *04 era# So

one can say that the smallest
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ring (1 ) of radius about 5 ju- is produced by the
eC disintegration of samarium* By qualitative

oonsiderations Henderson concluded that the 1 ring

could have been produced by the o(. -particles of

samarium without requiring an unduly large proportion

of samarium in the halo nucleus# Henderson found

\l> ring only in the uranium and thorium haloes# If

this ring were due to samarium, one would espeot

that they should occur also alone# Joly (1923) found

them as a rare occurrence in a black biotlte from

ytterby and called them "Hibernium" haloes#

The question is - which element causes the

K-ring? Henderson found these rings occasionally in

Uranium haloes, and never in the extinct types of

haloes# In a lump of ytterby mica, along with hun¬

dreds of small haloes of radius 4*9 to 5«7 ^ , Joly
observed, in the same sample, numerous haloes of

.wage real® 8.6 out of 114 otoervetione In

ishigure biotite Iimofei& Joshimura (192§«27) observed

three rings of this radius# One halo showed along
■

with the rings of radii 30*2 ^ , 19*6 f*- , 18*4^- ,
two rings of radii 10*8 and 5*4 p- * The second halo
had rings of 27*$ (*- # 20*1 p- , 17*4 f*- ana 6«4
radii and the third had rings of radii 18*2 ^ ,
15*6 j»- • 9*1 |u- # C# Bahadeven (1927) observed eight
rings of radii 7 - 9 ^ and eight rings with 10 - 12^-#

These haloes (raaii 5 pand 10 ^ approx.) occur
separately or in P®irs# The larger ring (10 p-)
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occurred either equally frequently (according to

jyEahadevan) op less frequently (aeoording to Joly)
as those corresponding to the samarium ^^pertiol%,

fhe results of various investigations on the range

of these

Author

J. Joly

limon & Yoshimura

ltohadevan

Henderson

ToJsli, 1|

Origin of the ring
and radius in cm of standard

air

Samarium

1*4 to 1*5

1*14, 1*13
1-25 to 1-43

1*07

Unknown

£•4

8*3, 1*98

1*8 to 2* 15

1*74

Since many of the haloes of radius 8 cm occur

associated with Sm, suggestions have been made that

they could be due to element SI, delaying by alpha

emission.
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The Search far <*■ -^articles of Range about £om
,

amongst tedium Heavy i! laments.

years a number of investigations of different element

in the middle of the periodic table to search for

alpha particles of this range.

Hoffmannfs conclusion of a true radioactivity

of brass led Ziegert (1927) to investigate the ion*

lsation produced in an ionization chamber by various
J ■ •

metals. He ascribed the activity of brass to its

zinc content. By chemical means he separated from

; zinc a small residue which gave out d. •particles .

[
: He estimated the range of ^-partic le s from the Geiger;

j
| I
: rels tion a

K z K0Rs
where* K , ntracer ox ion pairs produced in air |

1LC - a constant

R r the range in standard air and

temperature.

Bieok^ (1933, 1934) repeated the experiments and
found much the some results, Their observations on

the number of ion-pairs by the alpha-particles from

the zinc residue were
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T*J14. i2_

-Radiation from
the zinc residue Range

Zlegert Mecke
Ion pairs

U

U £•7 cm 116*000 105*000

3*2 cm 129,000 125,000

3*85 cm 151,000 145,000

Unknown (a) 42,000 35,000

(b) 69,000 65,000

(C) 101,000 85,000

The range of (b) corresponding to Ziegert's value

is 1*4 cm and according to Uieck^ 1*35 cmj and the
range of (c) corresponding to Ziegert's value is

2*24 cm and according to Lieckf*s it is 1*85 cm,

Zlegert thought that these alpha particles could come

from gallium (Z =.31) or one of the rare-earths pres¬

ent In the residue* After the discovery of sm,(b)
is thought to be due to samarium alphas,

Hevesy, Pahl and HosemamU 1933) studied most of

the rare-earths and did not find anywhere an activity

as strong as in Sa, Llbby and Latimer (1933) found

a strong activity in lanthanum and neodymium, M.

Curie and 3 ♦ Ta levarian (1933) studied the neodymium,

samarium and intermediate fractions from 5 kgra of

neodymium and samarium oxiae. They concluded that

M and La show no activity, but in the internaaiste

fractions, where Pm should be concentrated, they
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observed alpha-particles clare penetrating than

samarium alphas but of a penetrating power larger

than can be attributed to alpha particles#

Yeh (1933) found in Bd an activity about y)s-
that of samarium# irans and Stendal (1934) found

that in 1M-tCu/**- , t

IWyhcu>^ there is an Intensity of radiation 10$
of samarium activity if the range of alpha particles

is less than 1 cm#

Z.Kleraensiewio* and 2. Bodnar (1934) found no

activity in lanthanum, yttrium and antimony♦ Rolls

| and jyasaa (1933) found a very feeble activity in
neodymium*

Schintlmeister (1935) studied Ga, Ge, In, flt

3e, and P and found them inactive# He (1936) also

studied Tan, Ybt Ir, Os, Re, W, fa, Cd, Ag, Bb, and

Br and found no activity# His method was sensitive

enough to detect one to two particles/gm/see«
Prom the fact that the 2 cm radiation is found

associated with samarium in pleoohroic haloes and in

zinc residues and that it has not been possible to

ascribe this activity to any of these elements Just

mentioned, Sohintlmeister put fcrward the hypothesis

that they were emitted by the element of atomic

number 61•



.

Studiea of the Heoayn&raa Activity with a Proportional

Counter.

At the conoLusion of Section I, it was pointed

out that if lt+5Fm Is jS -stable then '^Hd is p active
and since Fm does not occur in nature it is likely

to decay by oC -emission. If on the other hand ,iroHd
is p-active, then the product of disintegration

Fm will decay by a further emission of ^particles
of much greater energy than is emitted byl5id.
Whether the f> decay In i?d is followed by Remission
or by more energetic p emission, one would expect
in both oases that the graph of Geiger counter

counting rate Vs the quantity of Hd will not flatten
a

out at about 0*Smg/cm , but will show a slow rise as

the quantity of the neodymiuia salt is increased. A3

the graph in the fig. 1. shows, the counts do rise

gradually with the quantity of the salt. But Geiger

counter measurements cannot reveal whether the part¬

icles that were being oounted were all ^-particles
or whether some of them were ot -particles. Absence

of -particles and therefore the rise in the curve

being attributed to high energy p -particles, would
decide in favour of the assignment of the feeble

ft -activity In Hd to ma33 150. But on the other
hand, if the presence of ct -particles emitted from

neodymium salt can be established, and if they do not

possess the range with which one is familiar in the
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known oc -unatable isotopes but possess the range

say , of about 2 cm, then this would clarify the two

problems with which we have dealt at length in the

beginning of this section#

For these reasons, it was decided to study neody-

miurn in a proportional counter of the design shown in
A'

the figure?- A was a brass qylinder m long, 7 s cm
I

.

radius, Ob® end was open, but to the other end was

soldered an annular brass disc K# On top of this

brass disc & was resting centrally and fixed to it

with Everett wax another insulating annular disc of

poly-tetrafluorethylene ,3 5 cm in Master , and 0-lfm

thick, with a hole in the centre of radius IS cm, On

the top of that rested centrally another annular oir-
. r

eular plate 0, whose inner radius was o-S"cm,, said to

which was soldered a brass tube 1 i-S" cm long, which is

Connected to the earth and serves as a guard ring.

This was fixed to disc B with Everett wax.. On

the top of that was an insulating distrene cap 3 0-75"C.
thick, \ em radii® with a sub 11 hole in it# This

cap was fixed to C again with Everett wax. On the top

of the distrene cap was a brass disc E fixed to dis-
4". •> °

rene with Everett wax and to this disc was fixed the
I

tungsten wire F o-i mm in diameter, with a glass bead

M at the end#. The counter was sealed with a brass
i

plate 3 and a rubber gasket*. The samples to be studied

were placed on J#, 31 was a brass tube with a stop¬

cock connected to the filling line# P was a small

hole with a thin piece of mica covering it# Through

this alphas from thorium aotive deposit could be



 



fired into the counter and one could study the prop¬

erties of this counter and calibrate the operating

conditions* The whole oounter was housed in an alum¬

inium box to which was fixed the Head Amplifier type £
1006 and £ was connected by a wire to the Head Ampli¬

fier* This oounter rested on an ebonite plate inside

the aluminium box and the case A of the counter was

kept at -ve hi$i potential* This was supplied by a

series of six dry batteries housed in an earthed alum*

inium beat. The Head Amplifier was connected to the

main amplifier (type \oo6 ), discriminator and scalar

(type 2.00A )* The discriminator input was connected to

a Gosacr C*E.O,

The oounter was filled with 8 cm, pressure of

argon and *5 cm pressure of pure ethyl alcohol*

Before each set of counts was taken the change of

pulse height with voltage on the counter was measured
I:

The constants of the main amplifier throu$iout this

investigation were

Amplification (full) 100 x 16000

Integrating Constant i* ^
ulfferentlsting constant U fs

under these conditions, the pulse was sharp and large,

and the noise was negligible#

The graph in fig* 4- shows the change of pulse
height with the voltage*

The efficiency of the counter along the radius

tn*r Mr^)
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was tasted by using a bop ass plate J with narrow

holes along the diameter end closed with mica#

Through those was fired a oollimated beam of thorium

active deposit alpha particles, which could be moved

along the diameter# The number of counts and pulse

height are shown in the graph in fig# #

The procedure adopted in working with the pro¬

portional counter was as follows# After filling the

counter, it was allowed to settle for some time.

Then, using the thorium active deposit source, the

increase of pulse height with the negative voltage

on the counter cathode was measured# The variation

of pulse height with voltage is shown in figure •

Also the number of pulses greater than 5 volts was

measured as a function of counter voltage; the type

of curve obtained is shown In figure -f ; it will

be seen that there is a plateau of about J00 volts#

In the Geiger counter the practice is to observe the

counting rate at the middle of the plateau# But in

this case, it was unsatisfactory because the import*

ant thing in proportional counter work is to ensure

that one works at a definite gas amplification#

Therefore all observations must be taken with the

same maximum pulse height, l#e#, at the same gas

amplification, then the loss of counts is the same

aith different fillings. As in the Geiger counter

work of section X, it was necessary to open the

counter to introduce and change the substance. It
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was therefore necessary to see that, eren when

working at the same gas amplification, the counting

rate did not alter with different fillings, first

the background, i.e., the counting rate without any

substance inside the counter (and the activated butt¬

on removed from infront of the mica window), was

taken, For studying the possible emission of o(-

particles from M, Ed nitrate solution was painted

on an aluminium foil and heated with s small flame*

In Gfeiger counter work, very thin layers of salt were

used and it was possible to make fairly uniform films

but in this case, when large quantities were deposit¬

ed, the film was not so uniform. In the first instance

168 mg of neodymium salt was introduced and the counts

ing rat© was measured. Then on the top of the salt an

aluminium foil, & mg/om2 thick, was fixed and the

counting rate was again laeasured. Then this foil was

removed and another foil 1*9 mg/om2 was introduced and

counting rate measured again* After this 5 different

quantities of Ed salts of different origins were in¬

troduced and the counting rate measured for each one*

In the proportional counter work also, the counting

pate withBaGl inside the counter was measured and it

was found that it was the same as the background

oounting rate. Finally Samarium salt was introduced

and the counting was measured for this also.
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&gpericental Resulta.

U)

The Count log net® of the proportional counter as a

function of the counter voltage*

The source of °L -particles - thorium active deposit.

The counter was filled with 8 cm Press, Argon

0*8 cm Press, Alcohol,

Discriminator bias 5 volts,
'

''W

tot 12>

Counter Voltage Counts/Min,

168 volts 350

£88 « 1750

560
-

n 1740

420 » 1710

492 n 1768

840 » 1880

600 » 1890

612 w 1780

660 t! 2000
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(2)

The variation of nsxlraom pulse height with

the counter voltage; the counter was filled with

8 om Press• Argon, 0*5 Press, Alcohol, She

height of the pulses was measured on Cossotr 0,T?»Q#

Table itf »

Counter Voltage Pulse Height

288 volts 0*6 cm

360 ft 0*8 H

420 H 1,0 n

492 n 1*5 «

540 tt £ rr

600 n 3 w

660 « 4 »»



COUHlj

2 4 b % IO 12 14 X 2«»»
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(3)

A Colllmsted beam of alpha particles was fired

into the counter, parallel to the axis at different

distances from the counter wire* The counting rate#

and pulse heights at different distances from the

oemtra! wire are given

The counter was filled with 8 cm Pres3. Argon and

0*5 cm Press* Alcohol.

Discriminator bias - 5 volts.

Table Ho, iff" »

Distance from
the wire

Maximum
pulse height

Counting Hate
per min*

0

2

4

6

8

10

IS

13

4 cm

H

»

if

n

£•5 cm

1700

1740

1680

1640

1670

1200

1180

400
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(4)

A typical set of background counting rates of

the proper tional counter on successive days with

different fillings but identical gas amplification*

Argon pressure: 8 cm, Alcohol pressure: 0*5 cm#

Pulse height 3 cm. Counter voltage 492.

Tsb3e Ho. Ilo •

.

JCechartical
Register
Reading

Scalar Difference
Reading

£,25 am# 7108
■ fjA*

o 7

3*5 am. 7109 27 127

3.35 am# 7110 46 ^ 110
4,5 am# 7111 55 10$

After refilling, pulse height 3 cm, counter voltage
480 volts*

3,7 am# 859$ 0

3# 37 am# 8700 27 127

4,7 am. 8701 88 101

4,37 am* 8708 56 128

After refilling, Pulse height 3 era, counter voltage
480 volts.

12*5 am. 8786 0

12,35 am. 8787 27 127

1.5 am. 8788 35 107

1.35 am. 878$ 48 113
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(5)

Collating rat© with 168 iag* of MgOg spread over
30 sq cm (the salt had been purified in an ion ex¬

change column) with aluminium absorber placed on it*

gable Ho* 17 ♦

Quantity of A1 Absorber Counts girae
Salt on the top

of the Salt

0 0 1170 5 hrs*

168 mg 0 1580 "

w 3 ag/oinP 1803 "
" 1»9 mg/om^ 1534 n
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(6)

Results far Samples of various origins •

Table Ho. ig •

Origin of Quantity of
the Salt Salt

Area over
which it

was spread

The number
of counts
in 5 hours

Baefcgr cund 0 0 1170

Ion exchange
column sample 195 mg 30 sq cm 1646

ft 168 Tag
If If 1680

IT 105 mg If ft 1630

Johnson Mattbey
Sample Ro, {507 25 rag II FT 134 0

M " 3oe 58 mg ft w 1447

Cambridge Sample 38 mi If It 1350
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(7)

Humber of -particles from various quantities

of udg Og (derived from the last table no. I# )•

fable Ho. <1 ,

Quantity of
HdgOg

mg/ora2 Ho. of particles Stan-
counted In j> dard
hours. Error

25 lag •83 170

36 mg 1*3 180

56 mg 1*9 £77 50

165 mg S«5 460

168 mg 5*6 410

195 mg 6*5 476
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(8)

Besults with Samarium oxide:-

Ba ckground Count - 234/hour
38 mg of SmgO« spread over 30 sq cm - 11640 counts/

hour

Counts due to Smg0„ only - 2406 counts/hour

According to H. Hceemann (1935) the half life of

samarium, considering these alpha particles are

emitted from total quantity of samarium, is

1*0 x lQl% years,

far calculating the geometrical efficiency of count*

ing , X is equal to 1*3 x 10 '*min-1 ♦ In 38 mg.

of SmgOg there are 32*60 mg of samarium* from this
quantity of sameriurn, the number of ^-pertides

expected - 12 000 per hofir.

fherefore efficiency - 2C$ approximately.

'

(9)

Satin® ted apparent haIf-life of -activity from

neodymlum:

from the graph in fig. ^ it can be seen that

the counts from 30 mg of MgOg (over 30 sq. cm)
f 40 counts/hour appr oximately

fTom 38 mg - 51 counts/hour appr ax irately.

Wd iL x &
\c Oitot
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(10)

It o«n be seen from table no* 17 where the
counts with absorbers ere given, that the alpha

particles emitted from M seem to have a range

between 1*9 mg/cm2 and 3 mg/oms» i.e., 1*4 cm to
£*3 om in air*

from the graph in fig. & , it can be seen

again that at the $dg03 thickness at about £«5 mg/cm2
the curve becomes flat* One can conclude from this

that the range of these 4, -particles is about £ om

In air.
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studles of Alpha Particles from Beodymlum In the

Buclear SiaalsiDn;-

Duping the last few years, extensive studies of

nuclear processes have been carried out with the

high quality nuclear emulsions prepared by the Ilford

and Kodak Companies. Although in studying feeble

activities with nuclear emulsions, there are some un¬

certainties involved because of fading effects due to

long exposure, it was considered worthwhile examining

the alpha particles from neodymium by this technique,

Apart from the fact that it vsas likely to confirm or

contradict the proportional counter results, it was

also advisable to do this because there are reports

of the studies of Hd salts in nuclear emulsions,

where conclusions are drawn that there are either

only ct -particles of long ranges or no -particles

of range about £ cm in air, These points will he

discussed later.

Usually "fee photographic plate is left dipping

in the salt solution for some 30 minutes, taken out,

rinsed a little in distilled water and then left for

a few weeks, before it is developed ana examined

under a microscope. The danger in a procedure is

that one is in doubt if the salt got inside the emul¬

sion and then there is a limit to the quantity of salt

that can be Introduced. In the present case therefore

the procedure adopted was to have the salt as a
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saturated nitrate ana citrate solution# According

to a suggestion by Broda (1946), a drop of this was

put on a plate and spread over a certain area ana

then left for about three weeks# It was observed

that it took s few hours to dry# All the four

samples of neoaymluia at our disposal were examined*

The impregnation was not a suocess in all oases*

It was found that apart from alpha tracks of length
l/V ol*~

about 10 p- 1*7 cmA/there were some of about g
6 f- ^ 1 cm In air, and quite a few of more than

IS Y- « Therefore according to a suggestion of

Vigneron (Private Communicatlon at the Bristol

Conference, March 19S0) a sandwich was made# 1 mg

of insoluble MoQg suspension in water was spread
over a C2(50^) nuclear emulsion# After keeping
another plate under water for about 30 minutes, the

emulsion was stripped off and placed over the top of

the M Salt, and heatea to about 45°u, when the top

film adhered to the lower flliju It was left like

this for six days and then developed by the usual

method.

Although there is bound to be some uncertainty
in the range found out by this method, the idea

was to ascertain if the long tracks observed in the

M plate were due to the salt or to other causes.

One would be in a position to see the alpha tracks

actually starting from one of the grains of HdgOg
and one needs to reckon them only and reject all
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others, The investigation by this method is in the

preliminary stages, but it nm seems fairly certain

that the long tracks observed in other plates were

not emanating from M. It was very difficult to see

the short tracks on account of the large density of

BdgOg grains in the field of vie*, but long tracSS
can be seen even in such a situation*



Experimental results with the Kuclenr Simula Ion.

The Plates usea were Ilfard Cg» 50 p-thick,
(a) iJeodymium nitrate solution (C fimbria go Sample)

PH 6

Quantity of Salt in a drop =. 0-X wv^,
Exposure - £5 aays

Area over which it was spread - £ sq. cm approx.

Track lengths (in the neighbourhood of 10 p-)
and their position in the emulsion is given be¬

low .

fcU- Zo.

Total length inp- Remarks
11*6 Completely in the emulsion
9 partly w " r
8*5

11 completely
9*9

10 n
9*9 partly

n vi w

w it n

www n

n tt n

no n

w itn n

n w n n

WW w

n w w

ww w

wn n

www w

W W M

9
10 completely
TJ* W WWW

9 pertly ! " n
7*£5 partly
9 «
8 completely
9.4

11*1
9 pertly « « w
Q.gg n www

www
nit n

w " w n w

It www

w w n w

w www

»i www

w WWW

?• 9
4*05 completely
8*55
8*7
9*4

11
10*8
10*8
to
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-H
Area of one field of view 3 x 10 sq, cm.

i Dotal number of tracks of length about 10 - 28

Dotal number of fields of view = 225

lumber of traoks of length15 p- = 22
lumber of tracks expected - 30

From the known quantity of M in the drop, and

from the known number of <* -particles emitted from

this quantity of Kd ( taken from the graph in fig. 6
and corrected for the effioienty, the efficiency in

the emulsion has been assumed to be 100) in twenty

five days, the number of traoks expected has been
.

found out*

(b) The salt used was supplied by Johnson Ifctthey

Ho. 307

Heodymium citrate

Solution acidic pH

Quantity of salt in the drop 0*7 rag spread

over 2 sq cm.

Exposure 20 day3

Dotal number of fields of view =. 430

number of traoks of length 15 f>- - 25
number of tracks of length about 10^-- 20
number of tracks expected 108

(calculated from the proportional counter

data*)
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(o) The salt was supplied by Johnson latthey -

No. 508. It was used in the citrate farm.

Solution aoid^pH - 5
Quantity of salt in s drop =0*5 mg

Exposure 20 days

Total number of fields of view - 350

Number of tracks of lengthy 15 - 16
Number of tracks of length about 10^ = 17
Number of tracks expected 63

(Calculated from the Proportional counter

data).

Determination of the range:-

In fig. y is drawn a histogram with the 65
tracks of about 10 ^ length observed In about 1000
fields of view. It can be seen that the track lengths

are distributed about 10 j*. with a half width of
± 1*5 p- * According to Titterton and Brinkley (1949)
the range of the samarium alpha particles in Cg
emulsion - 648 t *08 , The range of these alpha-

particles according to Cuer and Lattes (1946) In air

at standard pressure and temperature =. 1*13 cm.

From these results, the range of 10 j*. alpha-particles
in air at 3.T.P. =. 1*66 ± *24 cm, 0*24 cm being the

half-width in fig. J •

Apart from the fact that the histogram is drawn

with a very small number of tracks , there is one other

reason for this large half width, i.e., tracks going

at an angle as large as 50° have been measured and
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incOLuded* it is well known that in this case, the

half-width is large♦
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Piscusslon.

The apparent half-life of the alpha activity

of neodymium has b®en found to be 5 x 10years and

the range 1»66 + *E4 can. for the purpose of dis¬

cussion, we cay assume the range to be 1*8 ca.

f Sehintlmeister 1926). An alpha activity, with the

range of the particles equal to 1*8 cm,has, according
to Oamow formula, the disintegration constant given

by the far inula

Ua -- 1o. -\-ni MO hlli + i^.o% xio
or

and

a half life of 5*Q£ years, 41*8 years or 0*65 years
-rb

according to whether we assuc© f = 7*5 x 10 cm or
-15 -13

Six 10 cm or 8 x 10 cm. The radius according
-13

to the formula 1*48 x 10 A (assuming A= 145)
w. 7*77 X 10 cm.

An activity of this type cannot be attributed to

one of the isotopes of neodymium, nor can it be

attributed to an isotope of any element which survives

to this day, because the age of the earth is at least

10 years, and any trace of activity would have dis¬

appeared long ago* A way out of this difficulty is

to suppose that these alpha particles are emitted by

some isotope whioh itself is the daughter product of

some very long lived activity. This is precisely

what has been proposed here.

The neodymium ^ -activity has a haLf life of
~ 10M years, the product isotope - Pm
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decays by alpha emission* Although the real half-

life of this activity will be of the order of 50
ii

years, the apparent half life will be et least 10

years. The natural occurrence of this activity is

thus reconciled with its alpha energy of ~ 3 Mev,

Urom the graph in fig, 2_ the number of p
and °t particles counted with 14$ geometry with the

mess of neodymium 4 mg spread over 80 sq cm was 800

; in IS hours* With 100$ geometry, 30 mg spread over

an area large enough to give {4mg/80sq cm^^mg/cm2^
thickness) the same thickness of the source wouia

give 42000 tfeaeoeaBii counts in 12 hours. On the other

hena, in the proportional counter work, as the graph

in fig, b shows, 30 mg of neodymium over 30 sq, cm

with 20$ geometry gave 40 counts/hour. With 100$

geometry, it would give 2400 counts/12 hours, The

Geiger counter counts Include oc-particles also.

Deducting the number of oL's from the Geiger counts,

the ratio of the number of * -particles to the num-

ber of ji -particles from 30 Eg of neodymium is 24Q0t
39600 = Aa ma mentioned in the last Section,

due to the unequal self-absorption of Rb and M

ji'a^he estimated geometry of 14$ in the Geiger
counter may cot be correct but it is certain that it

cannot be greater than 50$, So the number of

cannot be less than 9600/12 hours. We cBn therefore

say that
- i> K - —

lo 7 Kb ■ o\ (Vjfc 'i i
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Let us assume that these neodymium samples

were purified completely 10 years ago*

Suppose th© original number of neoaymium

atoms -P0
After a time t z 10 yesr3, number of

Hd atoms = P

Number of atoms of Ba at t - U

Number of atoms of Pr at t ; R

^ W 7 It
'T

The disintegration constant of Hd = X. 2 x 10 min'
* * " ofotaetivity in Pm -

-7
(as calculated from Osmcw formula) ^ 10 min"'

Then w© can write
% •-M'

- \T-va-dLtr

sjc z

(our disintegration scheme is (nf"'1 ti ^ * > SI fr)
r --f„'o «-

*vN 7
Therefore the number of ol's emitted per minute at

tira t is v a
Or

hhlb: \

X-,-X, V - J
- foX|X,_ (V-X,) tr j

n0* ~K'""X' J
Ihsrsfore ^ __ £ X, .T^

fcrX,^"^'^ ^ number of p particles emitted
per unit time at t#



Therefore 3*/fe\ «TX'fc "" K '

Prom this we calculate the limiting values of

Xat and T (the half-life of Pm ^-activity)
to he given by 0*05^ Xat^j> 0*29

; And assuming b - 10 years

£5 yesrs^ T ^j> 160 years.
This makes the praseQdyn&um nucleuar ^6*8 x 10 3cm.

The half life figures imply a certain contra¬

diction in the results of our pro port1 ona! counter

work already described. The Cambridge sample of Id

salt is son® 30 years old, the two samples supplied

by Johnson Metthey are perhaps 15 years old (we do

not really know) and the fourth sample purified in

the ion exchange column is 3 years old# One would

expect to find n difference in the number of ^-part¬

icles emitted from these different samples of

differing age. It was hoped that with the help of

nuclear emulsions it would be possible to say some-
!

thing on this point} but of the many plates Impreg-

nated, only the three, whose results have been re¬

ported above, were clean and worth examining under

a microscope. And perhaps it is significant that the

ratio of tracks observed to those expected is larger

in the plate impregnated with the Cambridge sample

than in those impregnated with Johnson Mat they

samples. Considered from this point of view, the

results of other works become mare understandable,

Reference has been made to the report by M, Curie
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and Takverisn who did not find d particles in the

neodymium fraction, hut who did find them in the

fractions Intermediate between 8m and Ed,

At this stage reference should be made to the

report of studies of Ed with Gg emulsion by E, Broda
et si (1949, 1949), They usea neodymium nitrate

solution, 0* 1$ concentration pH 7# The plate was

left for 19 days and 1000 fields of view eaoh having
-7

a volume 4 x 10 cc were examined. The quantity

of neodymium nitrate in the total volume examined

(assuming according to them, a penetration factor

of 10) was 4 x 10~^ mg, from the graph in fig, ,

J

30 ag of EdgOg at £0$ efficiency give 40 counts/hr.
So from 1 mg et 100$ efficiency, one should expeot

oounts/hr. In 19 days 4 x 10_2> xng of neodymium

nitrate would give less than 12 tracks. This is

correct provided the ages of the two samples are the

same. But the impression from their report Is that

the purification had not been undertaken very long

ago. Bo figures about this are given. They also

examined a Pm fraction in the nuclear emulsion. One

would certainly expect from all that has been said in

this section that in a sample where by fractionation

Pm has been concentrated, relatively more tracks

should be found. Before one re jeots all the evidence

presented here, one would like to know how many

tracks would be expected on the basis of the results

of this work end whether it was probable or not to

miss observing these tracks.
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Precisely for this reason, a drop of solution

was put on the emulsion in this investigation in the

hope that in any case one would observe tracks

emanating from the surface if the <<. 's come from

the fld salt. As a result of this, it has been

necessary to measure steep tracks.

It is worthwhile mentioning the investigation

of Ouer ana lattes (1946) also in this connection.

They found in plates impregnated with samarium salt

in addition to tracks of short length, a

group of particle a, homogeneous in energy

(3*9 ± *G8, cm in air) which was weak compared with

the main group (1*4$), They found the same group

in a plate loaded with pure neodymium^sulphate,
together with a very small number of short range

ot -particles (5$), The samples, they used, were

ten years old,

fitterton (1949) carefully examined samarium

(supplied by Johnson Balthey) and he observed that

the long range particle tracks in the emulsion show#

a continuous range dls tribut! on and concluded that

they were wholly due to <*.-active contamination.
i

In our examination of the Sandwioh plate, we

did not observe long tracks coming from the KdgOg
grain. As has been said, it ws3 easy to miss short

tracks but one could easily see long tracks. But we

would reserve our co anient on the long tracks ob¬

served by Guar and lattes until we succeed in gett-

-ing a really clean sandwich plate.
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Alpha-activity among the Rare Barth Elements,

In the face going evidence has been brought

forward and contradictions resolved to show that

tjPmf the product of disintegration of 13d by ft
-emission undergoes a disintegration with the

emission of -particles of range about 1*8 cm. If

one rejects this evidence, the problem of the K ring
in Pleoohroio haloes remains unsolved and no explan- j

atlon can be given of the d activity of Zinc residues

from brass, One can advance an ad hoc hypothesis

that the isotope that caused this halo has completely

died out. There are objections to this view from

the geochemical point of view, {Fay, QlUkauf and

Paneth 1938 }* Qualitatively, the objection is that

if a species was still active a considerable time

after the origin of nuelei and has disappeared now,

Its half life must be fairly short. In that case

Its abundance at the start must have been large -

which is unlikely far an unstable species.

Assuming then that such an <*. -activity in Pm

exists, it is worthwhile examining whether such a

phenomenon is energetically possible, i,e«, It is

worthwhile considering which isotope of ^Pm is res¬

ponsible,

Eohman (1949) has estimated the ^ -disintegrat¬

ion energy of elements with the help of Bohr-wheeler

Theory# He deduced the formula
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s^c'z) =■
+ e>ft^-C2-A-VH)](x-iAj

. bbss defect corresponding to mass number a*

2ge = mass defect of ^He = 3.61 lev# (Feenberg 1947,)
BA, B^4 i
za* ZA~4 ) are functions of a given by IJadame Curl©
( 1945).

This fennui© gives s sat isfactory guide in

predicting the properties of nuclei with excessive

neutron or proton content {Bohr& Wheeler 1939). But

amongst the stable elesents# this seeas very unsat¬

isfactory. Pea? instance, using the values

ToO-LH

a Miss Defect ZA BA
m Hxjfijat

JA &>
u M

162 27*3 63*2 1*94

150 30 61*9 2

148 33.3 61*9 2*06

146 35 61*2 2*12

145 37*7 60*8 2*15

141 42.3 59 2.2

Mass defect values are calculated from Mattauch &

yiugge (1946) and ZA and BA ere taken from Madam©
Curie (1945).

in the decay of

comes out to be 7 Mev but in the esses of

-a .
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is negative. On this has is t on© cannot explain

the well-established -activity in Sis. It is

attributed to fluctuations of some sort.

We examined the p*stability of nuclei in terms
of the binding energies of the last neutrons and

protons with the shell structure of nuclei as a back¬

ground « fhe method is applicable to oC-decay also#
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" *(i^ls a nucleus that decays by ok disintegrat¬
ion

*1 Aw - A-»v m fttCp)+(v\f>"^iC?)Avu> 7 tsT " X-T_ 'W~3- «-> / \ . «ji <1 / \
-+-t"Vw- ft v(*) + Ha- ft-a-C^)

.'. £<- 3k , -6, tf) - ft* (,f) - «i l") - ft*Q*)
£jk_ ~

where - mass of nucleus of aass no. A

Atomic"^, z

Neutron no. I

=_ ua as of /v-partlole

E^ - K.E. of ^-particle

Mp. _ mass of a Proton
Myi _ cess of a neutron

A.

B(P) =. Proton binding energy in ^
Bg(p) » n z-P
%(S) Neutron binding energy *mv

» W If H-I|iBg(N)

Prom this formula
fw- **. '"Y ^6 P "V
vWU 1SHr" W *V° ^

EoL(W-t);7*44 Mev 7*65 8*4 8-85 7.2£ Jfev
E 7*36 7*68 8*33 8*77 7*43 Mev
observed
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MO

again la > ^ ^ V >
C<kLeJUUjn5*57 6*19 6*02 0*65 4*8 Hur

S observed»5*5 5*80 6*08 6*6 4*77 Mev,

3d this method of calculating 15 ^ seems all

right* But the values of B(l) and BfB) ore avail-

able only in the beginning and end of the periodic

table* We have therefore extrapolated the values of

B(F) from Kinsey's table. She average binding energy

per nucleon in the region of A _ 219 is 7*8 Mev

whereas in the region A =. 150# it is 8*£5 Mev* The

ratio is 1*05 - Kinsey's values for proton binding

energy in ?LBb multiplied by 1*05 (l*e* ~ 8*5 Mev)f
may be taken as the proton binding energy In Id

(keeping in mind Feenberg's observation that there is

a complete 4d shell at Z = 60). The binding energies

of the 61st and the 62nd protons may be taken to be

5 and 7 Mev respectively. For the neutrons, the bind-

lag eaorgy of to 83* natron la olo^nts fro, ,3 56

to Z i 61 we may take to be 8*5 l$ev and for those of the

84th, the 86th, the 88th and the 90th, 6*5, 6, 5*5 and

5 Mev respectively, and for those of the 83rd, the ,

85th, the 87th and the 89th, 5, 5, 5 and 5 JJbv resp-
•• ■

. - I
eotively* For sanarium where the most p stable
isotope appears to be 150, we may take the binding

energies of the 82nd, the 84th, the 86th, the 88th,

the 90th, and the 92nd neutrons to be 7, 6, 7, 8*5, 8,

7*5 Mev, and those of the 83rd, the 85th, the 87th,
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has been Interpreted hare in this way on the assump¬

tion that the absorption will be large only when the

resulting system is particularly stable#

With the shore mentLoned gueased values of the

neutron and proton binding energies,

>'« * 18-1-(S+?4T+S)
whereas for 1

IH-? f
nU ,vv^

W fi r ii

£*itS-T-(t-S+S>5"+S
/v h rV«xr

By giving these (guessed) figures, all that has

been attempted is to sho?» that due to completion of

the shell T;.i..#vs^, the subsequent nucleons are

weafcly bound end therefore it becomes possible for

an alpha particle to have a positive energy* On the
other hand* in the subsequent atoms %op Zy> lo*.
the neutron and proton binding energies are not much

different, averaging round 8 Mv, the only fluctuat¬

ion arising because of the odd and even character^t~

ios. One can see this from the fact that as one goes

60, not until 1fle •Hqs* 71
ft?

77
Irbeyond 2

are reached does one find (!>+/ energies of the order
3 &ev* In Pr , energies of the order of 4 Uev are

Involved, The poino of view presented here can be

summarised as follows;- Just after the shell is

complete, the binding energies of the nucleons are

smaller than the average, and these binding energies

increase with increasing 2, gradually approaching

the average binding energies. In the regions where

s)



 



th® binding energies of nucleons are smaller than the

average, there is a possibility of c<-particles having
stiffloient positive energy to be able to leek through

the potential barrier* In this way one can understand
.

the -activity in 65 Tb, 66 Dy, 67 Ho attributed

tentatively to the isotopes of mass 148, 149, 150,
'

in fb with 1? = 83, 84, and 85, to the isotopes of

mass 150, 151 in Dy with H - 84 , 85, and to the

isotope of mass 153 in Ho with iJ - 86, reported by

Thcupson et* al» (1949).

Isotopic Assignment.

It has been suggested in Section I of this
//fo¬

repart that if Pm decays by < •emission, then Pm

is the emitter and it fits quite well with other

facta. The fact that the product of disintegrsti on

ls Hlth » - 88 , is satisfactory because

when the product nucleus has its shell full, the oC's

produced in such a disintegration are known to possess

the maximum energy. One can see this from the graphs

in fig* & when S has been plotted against the N
3E

values in the product nuclei with Z s 83, 84, 85.

That being so, if on© em extend this to the rare

earth region, one can say that of all the isotopes of

ftPm, the Isotope 145 will have the largest energy.

There is a contradiction here. Dempster (1948) has

revised the mass assignment of the activity in
l<x

$amsrlum. He now attributes it to Sm. It was quite

k See I. Perlasn, A. Ghiorso, and G.T. Sesborg (1950).
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{IlL
satisfactory from our point of view when Sm or

,lts Sm ere d. -emitters t for in Nd, [ltlfid and "^Hd
©re the most stable, and this is based on the fact

that these two isotopes are the most abundant and,

as has been stated, in 3©0tion I, in fid, isotope

series starts with the most stable isotope at 33 * 82,

Esther (1948) supports the view thatiS1 Sm is

the alpha emitter. The results of the studies of

the is©topic hyper fine structure in 3 m by 3chuler and

Schmidt (1934), by Brlx and Kopfermann (1949) and in

fid by Klinkenberg (1945 ) show that there In an abnor¬

mal interval between the isotopes^Sm to'^Sm and <v^d
to '^fid, The isotopio hyperfine structure has been

explained by Rosenthal & Breit (1932), Breit (1932),

Racah (1932), in terms of the increase of the proton

occupied volume by the addition of neutrons. Tie

abnormal interval, one oould therefore attribute to

the abnormal increase in the radius and "scarcely

less directly may be regarded as evidence for a

"discontinuous" decrease in the nuclear binding energy

as between these pairs of even isotopes," It is

perhaps worthwhile pointing out that there is somethtog

seriously in error in this theory as has been pointed

out by Brlx & Kopfermann (1949), Brix and Frank (1950)

Crawford and 3 chaw low (1949), and by Breit, Arfken and

Glendenin (1950), The observed isotope shifts are

only one third of what one would expect on the theory

that this shift arises because of tlie increase of the
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radius of the sphere on which the proton charges may

be distributed, and the volume is proportional to the

mass. When the corrections for both the approximat¬

ions of perturbation method aid the screening of the

inner electrons are applied to the apparent value of

(s fractional change in the radius by the

be

ASffiL

addition of two neutrons ), far uniform charge density
-3 -3

its value is raised from 1*1 x 10 to 1*7 x 10

which is only half of 3*3 x 103 , the expected value*

This is claimed to mean that the addition of two

neutrons do not cause a complete redistribution of

the charge in the nucleus. The fact that the neutron

shell becomes full at H =-82, is said to play an im¬

portant part in this, The importance of qnadrupole

moment in this connection isKalso stressed.

Although '^Sbj at l*rSm would be preferable

as emitter of 2 J$evo<if Thorns on, Ghiorso, Rasmussen &

^eaborg (1949 ), Perlman, Uhiorso, & Seaborg (195C)),
as long S3 direct experimental evidence to the con¬

trary ia not forthcoming, Dempster's "Provisional"

ossi^amoat has to be accepted and one would wonder

why isotopes between ,5°Sm to "hm do not emit alpha

particles.

This was discussed at length only because the

Pm —^'^Pr transition has been supported on the

ground that this transition, on the enalogy of what

•;akes place in ^Bi^sna ^At, is likely to release
im

the maximum energy. If "^Pm -

s (Gar dy 1945; Townes, Foley & Law 1949).

Pr is oonfirmed by
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more direat experiments, disintegration of '^Sm
and the stable char a oter of ISl)3mf '^Sm,
would be an anomaly#

In conclusion, it must be said than an alpha

activity has been here attributed to 2m on circum¬

stantial evidence* She verdict has to come from

those working with the uass speotrometers or those

who have been studying the artificial disintegrat¬
ions in the region of 60, 61, $£«
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5EOTIOB III*

Studies In the radioactivity of Lanthanum,

Inghrsm, Hey den and Hess, Jr* (1947) published

the results of their studies of lanthanum in a mass

spectrometer in which they gave the following
is ©topic constitution of lanthanum (Z = 57)

138 139

Aston

Ingferam et al# (0*089% + .001 )$ (99 *911 + *001)

There is a stable Isotope of Be [zfc56 ) of mass
138 (percentage abundance 71*06) and there is also a

stable Isotope of Oe (Z-58) of mass 138, percentage

abundance 0*25, There are thus three consecutive

isobars here. Only two other groups of three conse¬

cutive isobars are hnown, • ^xi * 2°®zp aad
17^ lu, 17LHf„ both WJL and^Iu are7/ "** 105" » 71. lo<f »

known to disintegrate by L-capture and ^""emission,
t)&u» '*^11 an& 7i^ul0fre 811 odd-odd isot opes and no

such isotope is stable, after ,lfI, It was therefore

expected to be radioactive. But when Ingram et, al,

examined 200 mg of La^O^ spread over 5 s<u can under
a 3eig«r counter, with a 3 mg/om2 window and 40$
geometry, they observed less than one count per rainut

Since February 1948, various attempts were made

to study the radioactivity of lanthanum but the La

sample at our disposal gave thorium < stars when

e,
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tested In a nuctesr emulsion for purity* The sample

supplied by the Radiochemical Institute, London and

the one supplied by Johnson & Matt hey both had Th

contamination. During this period, particles were

being sought.

But in the light of nuclear shell structure

theory, a new aspect of the problem arises,

has 81 neutrons, Just one neutron is needed to fill

the shell, 1188 82 neutrons and therefore must

be particularly stable and the 82nd neutron must

haw a Urge bittling <mer®. '3*C.fccBnnot hBvo a
partioularly strong neutron binding energy. The

position regarding the proton binding energy is not

straightforward but one can reasonably say that

there would be no significant difference in binding

energies of the 56th proton in Ba and the 58th proton

in Ce» Par that reason'^Ba^ should be a more stable
system than '^e^and one should expect at least a
preponderance of the transition '^fla —either
through Remission or K-oapture or both.

In this connection it may be stated that R.w.

Bringle (Private Communication to Prof, H. Feather)
has observed IE-capture in La and the emission of 1

Mev y rays,
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Exper leant el Arrangement#

A S.E#C, counter body, closed at the end with s

brass plate, was used as a Gelger counter* The

counter was enclosed In lead about 3 inches thick#

First the background counting rate was taken with

different fllllng3. Then an aluminium foil with 138

mg erf 2^2Og spread over 3 sq cm with a thin
film on the top of it was introduced and the counting

» |

rate measured. Kext a tin foil, 14 mg^cm2 thick was

placed on top of the source, and then a 5 mgm/cm"
aluminium foil was placed on top of the tin foil end

the counting rate measured in boifc cases* Then a new

source 344 mg of lagO^, was introduced end the count¬
ing rstea with sin aluminium foil and a tin foil were

measured# Then the aluminium and the tin foils were

placed inside the counter separately and the counting

rate measured#

Experimental Results. j
Background counting rste =■ 3240 in 5 hours

Counting with 138 mg of LsgOg ever 3# 3q cm with
calledien film on the top - 3260 in 5 hours

Counting rate with 14 mgm/om2 thick tin foil on the

top of Iag03 2 4360 in 5 hours
" w n n aluminium foil Smg/cm2

on the top of the tin foil - 3680 in 5 hours

Counts elth 344 mg of ISg0g with 5 mg/cnP AX on the
top toff it * 4350 in 5 hours.
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Counts with 14 mgm/cm2 thick tin foil on the top

of the aluminium foil - 6160 in 5 hrs.

Counts with tin foil only inside the counter
= 3290 in 5 hrs.

si foil only w
- 3E50 in 5 hrs,

With 138 ng of legOg.

(a) Counts with 14 mgra/cm2 tin

and Smg/om2 aluminium on the

top

With 344 rag of

(fr) Counts due to 5 rag/cm2 al foil
* n 14 mgm/om2 thick

tin foil

(o) With tin foil alone

* al foil alone

3*7 oounts/min.

1*5 counts/rain*

3*6 counts/rain,

9*7 counts/rain*

negiigi bie

negligible,

The fact that with the addition of the tin foil

the counting rate increases shows that this is due

to some radiation specially obscrbed in Tin and giv¬

ing off photoelectrons *

I
On the assumption therefore , that La decays

by Z capture and subsequently emits K end L radiation

of 51,38, the half life of this activity tea been
calculated.
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K. radiation in Ba*"

a&.r' .7,'h; |
Transition

(Go&pton's
noconolatwe)

in A0 kev tyr fyr
in 3n ftl j£x.

0*38443 8fi 09 »

J£»li lv *^z 0*38890 32 37 1

M..» I3' 0*34022 8

K-K „ h 0*34089

J8,u 0* 33E22 38 22*5 0*75

£ rsaietloa of Be
fit

in la

*« * ^11/ ^TL
1

2*7790

*«**. >1
2*2366

300

1 ''' .

Critical absorption «ave lengths

«

la sn 11

A0 & A0 A0

0*31834 0*42394

29 fcev

7*9356

1*5 kev

1 I* 1*9689 2*7696

2*0989 2*9723

2*2537 3*1493

* See. ; XoAyt> w- a^-A,
1JJH.

E-jt^aen-tHjuJr 1A-J^ A • M - a**~<L
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Aaaumptl on; in the Calculation.

In each E-cepture» one K and on® X radiations

are emitted# Bo el®otrons ore emitted. Ba

E-radiation war©length is assumed to be *34 A®
with f"/f in Stt, £7*5, in A1 0*8* It la
assumed also that ell radiation start from the

raid die plane and so has to pass through half the

tbloknees of the source. If Io be the Initial

number of red latl on quanta, I, the number of those
that can emerge, then

j. - io«X 0-OS75" .

'Io negligible.

So in further calculation Be 1 radiation has bean

assumed to hare been completely absorbed in the

source.

Be E redlation.

-Zx-oSJ -O-tU ,

T-/lo - «- «- - '^3

37V: is Absorbed in the source, the absorption in al¬

uminium in experiment (b) above is neglected end by

a similar calculation ab out 65V? comes out of the tin

foil.

The maximum energy of the phot ©electrons from

3n produced by Ba £ radiation 10 kev. We assume

the mean rang© of these photoelectrons to be
-ii £

& x 10"Hgss/cra • Therefore only those photoelectrons
which are emitted within 0*2 mgl of the top of the

/<£
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tln absorber are likely to be oounted. In 0«2

of tin, a fraction 0*0055 of the El-quants only are

absorbed. If this be taken to be equal to the in¬

crease In Oeiger counts n, the number of Initial

quanta I0 way be found out from
n - *0065 x *63 x *65 10 - 9»7y/min

assuming that the efficiency is

5n = 2-2 x 10~"^ Ie

Jo - 5 x 9*7 x /min
2*2

A
2 x 10 /min*

,3*la is 0.089$ of the total, In 344 mg of la20g
there are about 0*27 mg of !i*Ia.

Ji,
0»27 mg of la emits 2 x 10 quanta every

minute

13# $
The ha if life of la ^ 10 years

From (a) where 138 mg of Is£0g with ©308®B©4 en-
of tin gives 3*7 counts a minute, one can write as

before

5n^E*$ x lo"3 I0 where n ^ 3*7

lo x 103 /minute
138 mg of lagOg contains ~ *1 mg of la.

•1 mg of ,i8la gives 8*4 x 103 qusnta/min
& &

The half 11 fb of 1 la r 10 years.

The half life from the counting rate with the alumin¬

um absorber has not been calculated because due to
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the absorption of L radiation from the top layer of

lagOg, the calculation is complicated.
The half lives of the other two natural

K-capture activities are of the order of 10,£) years.

Remembering the assumption® made in the calculation,

the half life may well be larger by a factor 10

than what the simplified calculation has given.
4,

The value ~ 10 years appears quite reasonable.
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